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Private Location-Based Information Retrieval via k-Anonymous Clustering David Rebollo-Monedero, Jordi Forn´e, and Miguel Soriano



Abstract We present a multidisciplinary solution to an application of private retrieval of location-based information. Our solution is perturbative, is based on the same privacy criterion used in microdata k-anonymization, and provides anonymity through a substantial modification of the Lloyd algorithm, a celebrated quantization design algorithm, endowed with numerical optimization techniques. Specifically, we consider Internet-enabled devices equipped with any sort of location-tracking technology, frequently operative near a fixed reference location, for example a home computer, or a cell phone that is most commonly used from the same workplace. Accurate location information is collected by a trusted third party and our modification of the Lloyd algorithm is used to create distortion-optimized, size-constrained clusters, where k nearby devices share a common centroid location. This centroid location is sent back to the devices, which use it when contacting location-based information providers, in lieu of the exact home location, to enforce k-anonymity. Key words: Location-based services, microdata anonymization, k-anonymity, Lloyd algorithm, k-means method



1 Introduction The right to privacy was recognized as early as 1948 by the United Nations in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 12. With the advent of the Internet of Things, according to which the Internet connectivity paradigm shifts towards almost every object of everyday life, privacy will undeniably become as crucial as ever. In this spirit we consider a particular application of location-based Internet
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access, which will serve as motivation for an architecture of private information retrieval, where anonymity is attained by means of clustering of user coordinates. Specifically, consider Internet-enabled devices equipped with any sort of location tracking technology, frequently operative near a fixed reference location, for example a home computer, or a cell phone that is most commonly used from the same workplace. Suppose that such devices access the Internet to contact information providers, occasionally to inquire about location-based information that does not require perfectly accurate coordinates, say weather reports, traffic congestion, or local news and events. Even if authentication to the information providers were carried out with pseudonyms or authorization credentials, accurate location information could be exploited by the providers to infer user identities, for example with the help of an address directory such as the yellow pages. Analyzing both location-based and location-independent queries coming from these devices, information providers could profile users according to their queries, in terms of both activity and content, thereby compromising their privacy. At this point we would like to describe a possible mechanism to counter this, at a functional level, solely to motivate our work. A trusted third party (TTP) collects accurate location information corresponding to the home location of these devices, possibly already publicly available in address directories. This party performs kanonymity clustering of locations, that is, groups locations minimizing the distortion with respect to centroid locations common to k nearby devices. Intuitively, while the same measure of privacy may be applied to all devices, devices with a home location in more densely populated areas should belong to smaller clusters and enjoy a smaller location distortion. The devices trust this intermediary party to send them back the appropriate centroid, which they simply use in lieu of their exact home location, and together with their pseudonym, in order to access location-based service (LBS) providers. Ideally, the TTP would carry out all the computational work required to cluster locations while minimizing the distortion, in a reasonably dynamic way that should enable devices to sign up for and cancel this anonymization service based on the perturbation of their home locations.



1.1 Contribution In this work, we develop a multidisciplinary solution to the application of private retrieval of location-based information motivated above. Our solution relies on a location anonymizer, is based on the same privacy criterion used in microdata kanonymization, and provides anonymity through a substantial modification of the Lloyd algorithm, a celebrated quantization design algorithm, endowed with a numerical method to solve nonlinear systems of equations inspired by the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. In summary, we consider location-aware devices, commonly operative near a fixed reference location. Accurate location information is collected by a trusted third party and our modification of the Lloyd algorithm is used to create distortion-opti-
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mized, size-constrained clusters, where k nearby devices share a common centroid location. This centroid location is sent back to the devices, which use it whenever they need to contact location-based information providers, in lieu of the exact home location, in order to enforce k-anonymity.



1.2 Contents This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state of the art on privacy in LBSs. An architecture for k-anonymous retrieval of location-based information is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 develops a modification of the Lloyd algorithm for distortion-optimized, size-constrained clustering, implementing the key functionality of the architecture described. Empirical results are reported in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.



2 State of the Art and Background on Privacy in Location-Based Services The simplest form of interaction between a user and an LBS provider involves a direct message from the former to the latter including a query and the location to which the query refers. An example would be the query “Where is the nearest bank from my home address?”, accompanied by the geographic coordinates or simply the address of the user’s residence. Under the assumption that the communication system used allows the LBS provider to recognize the user ID, there exists a patent privacy risk. Namely, the provider could profile users according to their locations, the contents of their queries and their activity. A first step towards user privacy from the legal standpoint is the publication of privacy policies [1] by service providers stating what they may or may not do with the information collected, enabling users to take legal action against providers if needed. Under the platform for privacy preferences project (P3P) [2], the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has defined a protocol to systematize the way web sites such as e-commerce sites declare their use of information from browsing users. The geographic location privacy charter Geopriv of the IETF has proposed their use in LBSs [3]. An intuitive solution that would preserve user privacy in terms of both queries and locations is the mediation of a TTP in the location-based information transaction, as depicted in Fig. 1. The TTP may simply act as an anonymizer, in the sense that the provider cannot know the user ID, but merely the identity IDTTP of the TTP itself inherent in the communication. Alternatively, the TTP may act as a pseudonymizer by supplying a pseudonym ID’ to the provider, but only the TTP knows the correspondence between the pseudonym ID’ and the actual user ID. A convenient twist to this approach is the use of digital credentials [4–6] granted by a
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Fig. 1: Anonymous access to an LBS provider through a TTP.



trusted authority, namely digital content proving that a user has sufficient privileges to carry out a particular transaction without completely revealing their identity. The main advantage is that the TTP need not be online at the time of service access to allow users to access a service with a certain degree of anonymity. Unfortunately, this approach does not prevent the LBS from attempting to infer the real identity of a user by linking their location to, say, a public address directory, for instance by using restricted space identification (RSI) or observation identification (OI) attacks [7]. In addition, TTP-based solutions require that users shift their trust from the LBS provider to another party, possibly capable of collecting queries for diverse services, which unfortunately might facilitate user profiling through crossreferencing inferences. Finally, traffic bottlenecks are a potential issue with TTP solutions, and so is any sort of infrastructure requirement in certain ad hoc networks. We shall see that the main TTP-free alternatives rely on perturbation of the location information, user collaboration and user-provider collaboration. The principle behind TTP-free perturbative methods for privacy in LBSs is represented in Fig. 2. Essentially, users may contact an untrusted LBS provider directly, perturbing their
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Fig. 2: Users may contact an untrusted LBS provider directly, perturbing their location information to help protect their privacy.



location information in order to hinder providers in their efforts to compromise user privacy in terms of location, although clearly not in terms of query contents and activity. This approach, sometimes referred to as obfuscation, presents the inherent trade-off between data utility and privacy common to any perturbative privacy method.
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A wide variety of perturbation methods for LBSs has been proposed [8]. We cannot but briefly touch upon a few recent ones. In [9], locations and adjacency between them are modeled by means of the vertices and edges of a graph, assumed to be known by users and providers, rather than coordinates in a Cartesian plane or on a spherical surface. Users provide imprecise locations by sending sets of vertices containing the vertex representing the actual user location. Alternatively, [10] proposes sending circular areas of variable center and radius in lieu of actual coordinates. Finally, we sketch the idea behind [11]. First, users supply a perturbed location, which the LBS provider uses to compose replies sorted by decreasing proximity. The user may stop requesting replies when geometric considerations guarantee that the reply closest to the undisclosed exact location has already been supplied. Regarding TTP-free methods relying on the collaboration between multiple users, [12] considers groups of users that know each other’s locations but trust each other. Essentially, user 1 within a group composes a query including a spatial cloaking region covering the entire group, in lieu of their exact location, and selects a user 2 at random within the group. User 1 sends the query to user 2, and the latter forwards it to the LBS provider. The provider sends back a list of candidate answers, based on the cloaking region, to user 2, who forwards them to user 1, who in turn selects the appropriate reply according to the exact location. Recall that a specific piece of data on a particular group of individuals is said to satisfy the k-anonymity requirement (for some positive integer k) if the origin of any of its components cannot be ascertained, beyond a subgroup of at least k individuals. The concept of k-anonymity, originally proposed by the statistical disclosure control (SDC) community [13, 14], is a is a widely popular privacy criterion, partly due to its mathematical tractability. However, this tractability comes at the cost of important limitations, which have motivated a number of refinements [15–18]. As many collaborative methods, the one just described guarantees k-anonymity regarding both query contents and location. Another effort towards k-anonymous privacy in LBSs, this time without the assumption that collaborating users necessarily trust each other, is that of [19]. Fundamentally, k users add zero-mean random noise to their locations and share the result to compute the average, which constitutes a shared perturbed location sent to the LBS provider. Unfortunately, some of these users may apply noise cancelation to attempt to disclose a slow-changing user’s location. To counter this, privacy homomorphisms may prove more convenient in the computation of this shared perturbed location [20]. A third class of TTP-free methods such as [21] builds upon cryptographic methods for private information retrieval (PIR) [22], which may be regarded as a form of untrusted collaboration between users and providers. Recall that PIR enables a user to privately retrieve the contents of a database, indexed by a memory address sent by the user, in the sense that it is not feasible for the database provider to ascertain which of the entries was retrieved [22]. Unfortunately, PIR methods require the provider’s cooperation in the privacy protocol, are limited to a certain extent to query-response functions in the form of a finite lookup table of precomputed answers, and are burdened with a significant computational overhead.
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Not surprisingly, a number of proposals for privacy in LBSs combine several of the elements appearing in all of the solutions above. Hybrid solutions more relevant to this work build upon the idea of location anonymizers, that is, TTPs implementing location perturbative methods [23], with the aim of hindering RSI and OI attacks, in addition to hiding the identity of the user. Many of them are based on the kanonymity and cloaking privacy criteria [7, 19, 24–27].



3 A Functional Architecture for k-Anonymous Location-Based Information Retrieval Throughout the paper, the measurable space in which a random variable (r.v.) takes on values will be called alphabet. We shall follow the convention of using uppercase letters for r.v.’s, and lowercase letters for particular values they take on. Probability density functions (PDF) and probability mass functions (PMF) are denoted by p and subindexed by the corresponding r.v. We formalize the architecture already motivated in Section 1. Specifically, and according to the terminology of Section 2, we describe a protocol, sketched in Fig. 3, for k-anonymous location-based information retrieval with a location anonymizer. Summarizing Section 1, users are assumed to frequently operate near a fixed refer-
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Fig. 3: Architecture.



ence location, which we call home location, represented by values of a r.v. X in an arbitrary alphabet, possibly discrete or continuous, for example, Cartesian or spherical coordinates, or vertices of a graph modeling geographic adjacencies. A TTP playing the role of location anonymizer collects accurate home location information, either from the users, or from publicly available address directories. This party performs k-anonymous clustering of locations, that is, groups locations around centroid locations common to k nearby devices. Users trust this intermediary party to send them back the appropriate centroid, which they simply use in lieu of their exact home location whenever they access LBS providers. The centroid is represented by ˆ which may be regarded as an approximation to the original data, defined the r.v. X, in an arbitrary alphabet, commonly but not necessarily equal to the original data alphabet. For higher privacy protection, users may in addition utilize anonymizers, pseudonymizers or digital credentials, as explained in Section 2.
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The clustering function implemented by the location anonymizer is depicted in Fig. 4. Precisely, this function is defined to be a quantizer satisfying cell probabilExact Location
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Fig. 4: Location anonymizer.



ity constraints, introducing a distortion as small as possible. Formally, the quantizer q(x) is a map assigning X to a quantization index Q in a finite alphabet Q = {1, . . . , |Q|} of a given size. The reconstruction function x(q) ˆ maps Q into ˆ the aggregated key attribute value X. For any nonnegative (measurable) function d(x, x), ˆ called distortion measure, ˆ that is, a measure of the define the associated expected distortion D = E d(X, X), discrepancy between the key attribute values and their aggregation values, which reflects the loss in data utility. pQ (q) denotes the PMF corresponding to the cell probabilities. A widely popular, mathematically tractable type of distortion measure is d(x, x) ˆ = kx − xk ˆ 2 , for which D becomes the mean-squared error (MSE). The kanonymity requirement in the clustering problem is formalized, from a more general perspective, by means of cell probability constraints pQ (q) = p0 (q), for any given PMF p0 (q). We would like to stress that our formulation of the probability-constrained quantization problem may also find applications in microdata anonymization and a variety of resource allocation problems. Nevertheless, we focus on the motivating application of this paper, namely location k-anonymization. In this important case, let n be the number of home locations to be clustered. The k-anonymity constraint could be translated into probability constraints by setting |Q| = bn/kc and p0 (q) = 1/|Q|, which ensures that n p0 (q) > k. More generally, for a given probability p0 , we could naturally speak of p0 -anonymization, a term more suited to continuous probability models of user locations. Given a distortion measure d(x, x) ˆ and probability constraints pQ (q) = p0 (q) (along with the specification of the number of quantization cells |Q|), we wish to design an optimal quantizer q∗ (x) and an optimal reconstruction function xˆ∗ (q), in the sense that they jointly minimize the distortion D while satisfying the probability constraints. This problem is addressed in the next section.
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4 A Modification of the Lloyd Algorithm for k-Anonymous Clustering This section investigates the problem of distortion-optimized, probability-constrained quantization, formulated in Section 3, and motivated as the functionality implemented by a location k-anonymizer. The quantizer design method proposed is a substantial modification of the Lloyd algorithm [28, 29], a celebrated quantization design algorithm, endowed with a numerical method to solve nonlinear systems of equations inspired by the Levenberg-Marquardt [30] algorithm. Recall that in the context of source coding, quantizers are required due to the need to represent the data in a countable alphabet, such as the set of finite bit strings, suitable for storage and transmission in computer systems. An example of two-dimensional quantizer is shown in Fig. 5. Clearly, quantization comes at the price of
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x1 Fig. 5: Example of a two-dimensional quantizer.



introducing a certain amount of distortion between the original data and its reconstructed version. Optimal quantizers are those of minimum distortion for a given number of possible indices. The formulation of the problem of minimum-distortion quantization in conventional data compression is identical to the formulation of our probability-constrained version in Section 3, without the constraints. In this section, we propose heuristic optimization steps for probability-constrained quantizers and reconstruction functions, analogous to the nearest-neighbor and centroid conditions found in conventional quantization [31, 32]. Next, we modify the conventional Lloyd algorithm by applying its underlying alternating optimization principle to these steps.
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4.1 Optimization Steps Finding the optimal reconstruction function xˆ∗ (q) for a given quantizer q(x) is a problem identical to that in conventional quantization [31, 32]: xˆ∗ (q) = arg min E[d(X, x)|q]. ˆ



(1)



xˆ



In the special case when MSE is used as distortion measure, this is the centroid step xˆ∗ (q) = E[X|q]. On the other hand, we may not apply the nearest-neighbor condition in conventional quantization directly, if we wish to guarantee the probability constraints pQ (q) = p0 (q). We introduce a cell cost function c : Q → R, a real-valued function of the quantization indices, which assigns an additive cost c(q) to a cell indexed by q. The intuitive purpose of this function is to shift the cell boundaries appropriately to satisfy the probability constraints. Specifically, given a reconstruction function x(q) ˆ and a cost function c(q), we propose the following cost-sensitive nearest-neighbor step: q∗ (x) = arg min d(x, x(q)) ˆ + c(q). (2) q



This is a heuristic step inspired by the nearest-neighbor condition of conventional quantization, which states that an optimal quantizer must satisfy q∗ (x) = arg minq d(x, x(q)) ˆ [31, 32]. The step just proposed naturally leads to the question of how to find a cost function c(q) such that the probability constraints pQ (q) = p0 (q) are satisfied, given a reconstruction function x(q). ˆ We remark that for discrete probability distributions of X it is easy to see that it may not be possible to find such c(q). In the continuous case, we propose the following method, which proved to be very successful in all of our experiments, including those reported in Section 5. Specifically, we propose an application of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [30], an algorithm to solve systems of nonlinear equations numerically, or similarly but slightly more simply, a Tychonov regularization of the Gauss-Newton algorithm [33], for example with backtracking line search [34] along the descent direction. To estimate the Jacobian more efficiently, slightly increase each of the coordinates of c(q) at a time, exploiting the fact that only the coordinates of pQ (q) corresponding to neighboring cells may be changed.



4.2 Modified Lloyd Algorithm for Probability-Constrained Quantization Ideally, we wish to find a pair of quantizers and reconstruction functions that jointly minimize the distortion. The conventional Lloyd algorithm [28, 29] is essentially an alternating optimization algorithm that iterates between the nearest-neighbor and
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the centroid optimality conditions, necessary but not sufficient conditions, hoping to approximate a jointly optimal pair q∗ (x), xˆ∗ (q), but only guaranteeing that the sequence of distortions is nonincreasing. Experimentally, the Lloyd algorithm very often shows excellent performance. Bear in mind that our modification of the nearest-neighbor condition (2) for the probability-constrained problem is a heuristic proposal, in the sense that this work does not prove it to be a necessary condition. We still use the same alternating optimization principle, albeit with a more sophisticated nearest-neighbor condition, and define the following modified Lloyd algorithm for probability-constrained quantization: 1. Choose an initial reconstruction function x(q) ˆ and initial cost function c(q). 2. Update c(q) to satisfy the probability constraints pQ (q) = p0 (q), given the current x(q). ˆ To this end, use the method described at the end of Section 4.1, setting the initial cost function as the cost function at the beginning of this step. 3. Find the next quantizer q(x) corresponding to the current x(q) ˆ and the current c(q), according to (2). 4. Find the optimal x(q) ˆ corresponding to the current q(x), according to (1). 5. Go back to 2, until an appropriate convergence condition is satisfied. The initial reconstruction values may simply be chosen as |Q| random samples distributed according to the probability distribution pX (x) of X. A simple yet effective cost function initialization is c(q) = 0, because it ensures that the corresponding quantizer cells cannot have zero volume. Note that the numerical computation of c(q) in Step 2 should benefit from better and better initializations as the reconstruction values become stable. If the probability of a cell happens to vanish at any point of the algorithm, this can be tackled by choosing a new, random reconstruction value, with cost equal to the minimum of the rest of costs. The stopping convergence condition might for instance consider slowdowns in the sequence of distortions obtained. We shall see in Section 5 that, just as in the conventional Lloyd algorithm, either the quantization or the reconstruction is improved at a time, and that the sequence of distortions obtained is nonincreasing.



5 Experimental Results This section illustrates the algorithm for probability-constrained quantization design proposed in Section 4.2 with experimental results for two simple, intuitive probability distributions of points in R2 . In the first case, X is composed of independent, zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian entries. In the second case, X is uniformly distributed on the square [0, 1]2 . From the perspective of the motivating application described in Section 1, the first distribution may be roughly interpreted as the set of home locations of users
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in a circular urban area with a denser, centric downtown and more spread out suburbs. The second distribution is intended to evaluate the algorithm performance for drastically different statistics, but may also be interpreted as a square, uniformly populated sector. A total of n = 215 = 32768 points are drawn according to each of these statistics, and the algorithm applied for the probability constraint pQ (q) = p0 , with p0 = k/n = 1/32, that is, for the k-anonymity constraint corresponding to k = 1024. MSE ˆ 2, normalized per dimension is used as distortion measure, that is, D = 21 E kX − Xk where the expectation is of course taken according to the empirical distribution of 1 the n points (D = 2n ∑ni=1 kxi − xˆi k2 ). The resulting clusters are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In both cases the
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Fig. 6: k-anonymous clustering for a Gaussian distribution using our modification of the Lloyd algorithm. n = 32768, D = 0.0689, kmin = 1020.



centroid initialization was random according to the statistics of X, and a total of 30 Lloyd iterations were carried out. Each of these outer iterations implemented up to 50 inner iterations of a Tychonov-regularized Gauss-Newton method to adjust the cell costs. In the worst case, the number of points per cell is 1020, only a 0.39% below the required k = 1024. In this and other experiments carried out we observed that clusters were always convex polytopes, and that each optimization step decreased the distortion while approximately respecting the probability constraints. This experimental finding leads us to believe that not only the centroid condition (1) is optimal, but so may be our proposal for the nearest-neighbor step (2), although it remains to be proved. The
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Fig. 7: k-anonymous clustering for a uniform distribution using our modification of the Lloyd algorithm. n = 32768, D = 0.0026, kmin = 1023.



convergence behavior is promising, and similar to that often exhibited by the conventional Lloyd algorithm. Namely, often the same low-distortion solution is found regardless of the initialization, in a small number of iterations. Finally, note that the quantizer for the uniform case in Fig. 7 roughly resembles a hexagonal lattice, known to minimize the distortion among all two-dimensional lattices [35].



6 Conclusion According to the vision of the Internet of Things, the paradigm of Internet connectivity is expected to shift to almost every object of everyday life. Concordantly, we shall expect privacy, particularly in LBSs, to rapidly gain even greater importance. In this spirit, here we propose a multidisciplinary solution to an application of private retrieval of location-based information with location-aware devices, commonly operative near a fixed reference location. Our solution relies on a location anonymizer, is based on the same privacy criterion used in microdata k-anonymization, and provides anonymity through a substantial modification of the Lloyd algorithm, a celebrated quantization design algorithm, endowed with a numerical method to solve nonlinear systems of equations inspired by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
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The k-anonymous location clustering mechanism implemented by the location anonymizer is regarded more generally as a problem of minimum-distortion, probability-constrained quantization, which also addresses applications of similarity-based, workload-constrained resource allocation. We extend the LloydMax algorithm from conventional quantization design to probability-constrained quantization. The centroid condition remains the same, but the nearest-neighbor condition is expressed in terms of an additive cost function that shifts cell boundaries to satisfy the probability constraint. Our framework enables us to represent a quantizer unambiguously and compactly, simply as a list of reconstruction values and costs, one per cell, rather than an arbitrary clustering of a large cloud of points. This is particularly useful when a model of the data is given by means of a PDF, for which a probability-constrained quantizer is to be designed only once, but later on applied repeatedly to dynamic sets of samples distributed according to the original model. We report experimental results regarding k-anonymous clustering for Gaussian and uniform statistics, with MSE as distortion measure. The resulting quantization cells are observed to be convex polytopes, and just as in the conventional Lloyd algorithm, the sequence of distortions is nonincreasing and the clustering configurations seem to rapidly converge to a low-distortion solution.
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